
bada&bou

when love creates 
new friends for  
a lifetime.



when minimal design 
reveals endless play.



a German&French design brand with the ambition to create 

unique, playful and timeless pieces that appeal to both 

children and adults in their modern homes.

The first collection is launched with the rocking whale „ba“, 

the jumping rabbit „da“ and the rolling elephant „bou. 

 The three friends invite to an intuitive and creative play 

while stimulating your child‘s motricity in a natural way... 

By their timeless design, soft and cute shapes they bring a 

pleasant, joyful and inspiring atmosphere into your home.

bada&bou is...

soft & playful

emotional & intuitive

mindful & timeless



„ba“ is a rocking whale as much as a friendly play buddy 

that every child or parent will love!

A hug here, a moment to dream and rock or just a pair of 

legs that appreciate getting rest on him, „ba“ is always 

happy to be there for you. 

Its soft feel and cute shape make this rocking whale to a 

beloved member of the whole family.

ba - the
rocking whale

comfortable position to 

sit & rock on

smooth & antislip underside 

for silent & smooth rocking

shape invites to hang 

out in all kind of ways



„We are questioning boundaries between toys, 

furniture and design in order to create playful 

and elegant pieces with a mindful approach“



Jump and bounce with „da“ like with a bouncing ball!

Once you are tired you can comfortably rest on „da“ while 

drawing or reading. 

Thanks to its two paws and little tail your friend doesn’t 

roll to the side when he is not in action but patiently stays 

upright sitting there - always ready to offer a place for you.

da - the
jumping rabbit

reinforced ears to 

hold on

three paws to stand 

up-right

inflatable ABS ball 

inside



“I was dreaming of something that the whole 

family would be happy to have at home. 

Something big, something cozy and friendly - 

something like a pet that is always up for fun 

and cuddles - happy to be around.“



bou - the
rolling elephant

trunk to pull space for storing toys or 

sitting inside

four recessed swivel 

wheels for safe and 

silent ride

Roll around with „bou“ the elephant. Just take a seat and 

go on a ride with him. Once you are tired take a book and 

enjoy hanging out in his cozy nest.

 

Your dolls and plush toys will love going on a stroll with 

you pulling „bou“ behind you! 

When it is time to sleep they probably want to stay there. 

It will be your new secret place to store your most precious 

treasures.

Colour

grey melange

Materials

textile cover: wool blend (OEKO-

TEX® 100 certified)

inside: polyurethane foam

SIze

70 x 38 x 40cm

made in

Italy

Weight

<4kg



„Meaningful design combined with high-quality 

manufacturing based on a sustainable approach form 

the essence of this collection for kids & parents in  

their modern homes.“



when mindfulness 
starts from 
childhood.



I am Olivia and I am happy to share with you the adven-

ture of my label bada&bou. This journey started some 

years ago when I became a mother for the first time.

Trained as an industrial designer I got to work for world 

famous designers and architects between France, Swe-

den and Germany. The furniture and objects I designed 

filled my life and thinking and surrounded me also at 

home. Munich became my chosen home where I was a 

project leader for world renowned Designer Konstantin 

Grcic.

Living a consciously reduced and sustainable lifestyle 

I was facing the challenge to find beautiful and long 

lasting objects that my children would love to play and 

live with. I wanted my children to have some things that 

they would value over time and that somehow would stay 

relevant. Something I would feel happy to have around in 

our carefully designed home.

 Since esthetics, quality and sustainability are values 

which are deeply rooted in our every day life I realized 

that I had to take matters in my own hands.... and started 

bada&bou.

who

why



Our overall focus is based on high quality materials, sustai-

nable production and timeless design to be appreci-ated by 

the entire family and for generations to come.

All our badabous are available in the grey melange color. 

The fabric cover is an OEKO-TEX® 100 certified wool blend 

and has a soft and warm feeling.

The inside is made of polyurethane foam that encloses a 

structure and offers a soft and safe play. The rabbit con-

tains an inflatable ABS ball for joyful bouncing and ergono-

mic seating.

how

with whom
To guarantee a high quality production with passiona-

te craftsmen and clean and safe materials, we have 

been carefully selecting our production place for the 

bada&bou‘s. 

When I met Paola and her daugther Sara who run their 

upholstery company close to Padova I quickly under-

stood that I found talented craftsmen who look after 

every single animal with care and love. 

We are proud to say that our small-batch production is 

all made in Italy!



follow us on @badaandbou 

the essence 

of beauty...

inspired by nature.



follow us: @badaandbou 

read more: www.badaandbou.com

write us: contact@badaandbou.com

The brand has been launched in September 2019 at the the 

Kind+Jugend fair in Cologne with its first collection.

Designed by founder & designer Olivia Herms the three friends 

are manufactured with care and love in Italy.

I hope you will love them as much as I do!

Olivia Herms

Designer/Founder



the essence of 
beauty
inspired by 
nature.

bada&bou


